Consultant
Job at AceCone Ceramics, India
Title of the Position: Consultant Engineer
Department: AceCone Ceramics Services
About AceCone
AceCone is a user-centered Ceramic consultancy based in India. We bring real-world evidence to the
Ceramics products and services. In short, we help our clients make better, more sustainable products
that people actually want to use, and we have a reputation as one of the best at what we do.
Our clients include many big names including Froza Inc., Marcou Artifacts, IKEA, Wal-Mart. We work
across all Technology & Management platforms including Turnkey Project, Processing, Product
Development, Quality Control, We use all the standard research tools from usability tests to
ethnography, but also deploy participatory design, visual thinking and pioneer new tools.
It’s a busy time and we’re looking for exceptional people to join our team here in Bikaner, If you are
intelligent, obsessively curious and excited by designing great products , and you want to work with a
group of friendly, talented people, then we might have just the job for you.
About you
Experience & education: You must have at least 2 years’ experience working in a commercial, handson Ceramics role, preferably as a consultant. You have a formal Graduation in Ceramics or Material
Science, Product Design & Development or related qualification ideally at Masters or PhD level OR you
have Best Grades plus years research experience.
Methodological skills: You need to have experience expertise and running material tests and
analyzing results. Experience of other user research methods would be good. The more, the better!
Analysis and Design skills: You have experience gathering data from research, and developing this
into real prioritized insights and actionable recommendations. You get your results across in
memorable, imaginative, and usable ways.
Consultancy skills: You must be able to behave professionally and confidently with clients at all levels
and in all situations. Charisma and an ability to present yourself and your work in a calm, clear and
engaging manner are essential.

Personal skills: Working in a small company, you will need to be part of the team and be willing to
pitch in and help with anything and to contribute positively to the culture. You have excellent time
management skills and can look after a busy workload.
Passion: If you love your field of work and feel genuinely excited, in a slightly nerdish way, by elegant
designs that fit into people’s lives then you will suit life at AceCone Ceramics.
Other skills: If you can speak other languages, have lived in other countries, know how to strip down
and rebuild a PC, a bike, Art work, have any skills to your name whatever they may be, tell us in your
CV or covering letter.
What we offer
 Great people to work alongside learn from and grow with
 An opportunity to be part of a growing company that is passionate about what it does
 A chance to work on the most interesting projects with the best client list in the business
 Flexibility, time and funding to pursue your own Research interests and build your name in the
community
 Competitive salary, generous holiday allowance and benefits
 Lovely office in Central Bikaner & Jaipur (India)
To apply
Please send your CV, portfolio and a cover letter explaining why you think you are right for this position
to us at gsr.ceramic@gmail.com
Please note
We can only consider people who are already eligible to work in the India for this role. We are not
interested in recruiting via a recruitment agency.

